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By Business Editor John Kasun

Let Traditional Archery Gear
Add to Your Store’s Bottom Line

T

oday’s business climate shows
competition increasing, costs
rising and the economy sputtering like an eight cylinder engine
running with six fouled spark plugs.
Dealers need to take advantage of
every opportunity to increase traffic
through the door and put more cash
in the register. Traditional archery
equipment offers just such an opportunity but is often overlooked by
many dealers.
To understand the opportunities
involving traditional archery more
clearly lets take a closer look at the
words “traditional archery.” Most people focus on the first word, traditional,
and ignore the key word, archery. If
you operate an archery pro-shop or
archery department within a sporting

goods store, why not offer your customers anything related to archery,
even in limited quantities?
ArrowTrade spoke to one dealer
recently who when asked about traditional equipment said, “I don’t stock

any traditional archery gear. People
who want that stuff order it from a catalog or go to a shop that stocks it.”
That answer made about as much
sense as only stocking red nocks and
telling anyone who wants white nocks
to shop somewhere
else. The most logical
place for anyone to buy
their archery equipment is at an archery
retailer. It only makes
sense for archery shops
and archery departments to carry as much
equipment as practical
in order to satisfy the
needs of their entire
customer base. Never
assume because no one
asks about traditional
equipment no one is
interested. Although
every customer that

Kyri and South Cox own Stalker Custom Recurves.“We are a small company with just
two employees,” Cox said.“I am a professional woodworker and have been involved
with archery since I was a kid. I love the beauty and grace of traditional equipment and
presently we offer a take down recurve and a one piece longbow. I am presently working
on a three piece longbow to add to our line. Our bows range from $675 to $1,195 and
while a lot of our business is with individuals we are getting more dealer inquiries.”

These tee shirts, signs, license plates and
bumper stickers seen at the Denton Hill
traditional shoot clearly reflect the feelings of the participants.
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While basic arrows are at one end of the
price scale these beautiful customized
arrows featuring fine pin-striped crest,
custom fletching and marbleized base
paint are highly prized by traditional
shooters. These arrows, often available
with broadheads sporting matching custom paint, can range from one hundred to
several hundred dollars per dozen
depending upon the work involved.
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TradTech Archery is a division of Lancaster Archery Supply. Rob
Kaufold, president of Lancaster Archery Supply, on the right, was
on hand at Denton Hill talking to the many attendees.“TradTech
brings modern technology to a traditional market,” explained
Kaufold.“TradTech offers great margins for dealers. There is a
growing interest among dealers who understand the fact that traditional archery offers great opportunities for increased profits
with little competition.”

comes into your shop uses toilet
paper I’ll bet no one has ever asked if
you sell toilet paper. Your customers

Traditional shoots seem to attract a
much higher percentage of young shooters. The low pressure, no score atmosphere may contribute to that. It’s also true
that traditional bows grow in draw weight
and draw length along with shooters, so
it’s inexpensive to get the kids involved.

Jason Pickerill, product manager for Bear Archery, holds the new
commemorative Bear Kodiak Mangum which celebrates its 50th
birthday in 2011. In addition to its line of quality compounds Bear
Archery has rededicated itself to traditional archery and is planknow you don’t ning to release classic models in the months and years to come.

stock toilet paper
so they simply buy it somewhere else.
If you don’t stock or offer traditional
archery gear they will simply buy that
somewhere else as well, which
equates to lost sales.
Left handed bows are an excellent
example of this logic. Every archery
retailer will order a left handed bow
for a customer. A few shops even keep
one or two in stock. However
ArrowTrade has encountered several
shops that keep a full line of left handed bows and accessories on hand at

all times and have earned the reputation of catering to lefties. Guess which
shop does the most left handed business? When looking for ways to
expand your archery sales it makes
sense to investigate every opportunity
and that includes considering adding
traditional gear to your inventory.

Understanding The Attraction
A question that pops to mind is
what is the attraction of traditional
archery? There are several answers all

Large white tents housed the vendor displays just yards from the first line of targets at
Denton Hill. With all of the motels in the area filled campers flooded the camping area
in everything from custom campers, to pick-up trucks to small tents and even tepees.
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of which have a business, romantic
and historical relationship. Traditional archery is often associated
with Indians, Robin Hood, Howard
Hill, Fred Bear, kids and fun. Indians
are a basic part of the old west and our
country’s history. Robin Hood was a
romantic figure and positive role
model. Howard Hill and Fred Bear
probably did more than anyone to
prove the effectiveness of the bow and
arrow in the field and on big game.
Howard Hill was probably the most
naturally skilled archer in history.
Fred Bear, in addition to being a successful hunter and smart promoter of
the sport through his adventure films,
combined modern day materials and
technology to bring to the average
man high quality archery equipment
at an affordable price. In many ways
Fred Bear was to archery what Henry
Ford was to the automobile. Even
today the original Bear Archery
equipment is among the most sought
after and collectable in archery circles.
Let’s look at traditional archery
equipment in the same light as the
sport itself. Most people, me included, took up bowhunting because of
the added challenge. Even with all of
the technical advances made in
archery, hunting with a compound,
release and sight is still a challenge
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and makes the harvesting of any
game animal much more satisfying
than with a firearm. Traditional
archery takes that challenge one step
further or you might say one step
back. Hunting with traditional gear
greatly increases the challenge and
raises the satisfaction of success to
even greater heights. While any big
game animal is a trophy when taken
with a bow great emphasis is normally placed on the size of the buck harvested. However in my opinion a doe
taken with a stick bow and no sight is
an equal trophy due to the increased
degree of difficulty.
Did you ever notice when you ask
a serious tournament shooter how he
is doing they will often say, “I’m down
5 points so far,” or some other negative thing. We have come to act as if
perfect is average and anything else is
something to be ashamed of. The traditional shooter on the other hand
describes his misses as, “Wow, I just
missed,” or “Boy that was close” and
every hit is treated like a dead center
X. The difference is a three lettered
word called F-U-N. Now before everyone sits down to write me a nasty letter remember how many people we
lose from archery each year and think
of why some of those people are lost.
Could it be frustration with not being
perfect, with not being able to com-

pete, with not killing a trophy buck
each year and with not having any
fun?
Mike Knefley is the founder of the
archery event at Denton Hill,
Pennsylvania that has become the
largest traditional shoot in the world.
He told me recently. “Give a kid shooting for the first time a compound, a
release, a peep and sight and tell him
to hit the X in the middle of the target.
If he misses he is frustrated and
maybe even ashamed. Give him a
stick bow and a couple of arrows and
tell him to take a shot at a stump and
he will keep shooting till he hits it and
never complain about missing
because he is having a ball trying. The
same thing is true about an adult
because when it comes to archery we
are all Robin Hoods, Howard Hills and
Fred Bears at heart.
In traditional circles archers who
are shooting compounds and opt to
try traditional gear are called, “crossovers.” Some of these are older
archers who started out with a stick
bow or recurve and want to try it
again. Some shooters who grew up
with the compound and release just
want to give another form of archery a
try. Some successful bowhunters
want to add a new level of challenge
to their sport. Few of these people are
going to go strictly traditional but

Bows! Bows! Bows! Bowyers from all over the country were on hand at Denton Hill displaying their craftsmanship. While some of the
bowyers were new many had years of experience and all had individual styles. Some bowyers sold only direct to the end user but a
number also work with dealers to supply custom bows for their customers.
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Mike Deppe of WoodyWeights has developed a simple system for
adding forward weight to wooden arrows. Small sleeves of various
weights are glued to the arrow and a taper on its front accepts a
field tip or broadhead. Weights are available from 75 to 200 grains.
Mike McMullen, right, owns Medieval
Archery.“I wanted to shoot a deer with a
bow I built myself,” said McMullen.“After I
had built my 20th bow my wife said I had
better stop building bows or start selling
them.” Here McMullen delivers a bow to
an anxious customer.

instead are just looking to add a new
level to their sport. Several years ago I
hunted in Ohio with a gentleman who
came to hunting camp with three
bows, a custom made recurve, a compound and a crossbow. “What bow do
you intend to use,” I asked? “That all
depends what mood strikes me,” he
answered. “If it is a nice warm day I
will carry the recurve. If it is brisk and
cold I’ll pick up the compound and if
it rains or snows I will carry the crossbow. I just enjoy bowhunting no matter what the weapon.” If he was your
customer would it not make sense to
sell him all three outfits?

Dr. Ed Ashby

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
s GrizzlyStik "OWS !RROWS  "ROADHEADS
s ABS Exclusive! 3ILVER &LAME "ROADHEADS
s 0OWER "ROADHEAD 3HARPENERS

Mike Knefley, the founder of the Denton
Hill archery festival, was kept busy the
entire weekend coordinating his staff and
making sure things went smoothly.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942
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Checking The Interest Level

Traditional Archery Events

Many dealers look at the traditional archery segment of archery as
too small to be bothered with.
However if that is true, why then are
the people who are involved with
traditional archery seeing continued
growth? To make sense of this paradox ArrowTrade took some time this
past summer to investigate the
depth of the traditional archery market. Following is the information we
uncovered that we hope will prove
useful in helping you determine if
traditional equipment is something
you wish to add to your inventory.
This information was gathered by
talking to distributors, dealers, individuals, manufacturers and event
promoters to get a well-rounded
understanding of this original and
important segment of the archery
business.

There are numerous traditional
archery events held across the nation
each year but the largest one is held at
Denton Hill ski resort located in north
central Pennsylvania. In 1982 Mike
Knefley picked his bow back up after
several years of absence from the
sport and attended the popular
Bowhunters
Festival
held
in
Forksville, Pennsylvania prior to the
start of each year’s archery season. At
the time Mike was leasing and managing the ski area at Denton Hill state
park and thought a bow festival in
that area might draw some people as
well. Mike did his homework and after
attending various archery festivals
and events decided to hold an archery
festival at Denton Hill in 1989. The
first year the event drew 250 shooters
and 20 vendors. In 2010, the shoot’s
21st anniversary, there were approximately 2,800 shooters along with 120
vendors that were jammed into three
large circus style tents and every nook
and cranny available. Because the
shoot is a family affair the event drew
to the area between 8,000 and 10,000
people. Attendees over the years have
represented every state in the nation,
various European countries plus
Korea, Australia and Canada.
For the first several years of the

event it was open to all styles of bows
and shooting styles but it soon
became overwhelmingly traditional
and today is billed as the largest traditional shoot in the world. The event
runs for three days with one all-inclusive fee per day charged for all the
shooting you can work in. There are
no prizes and most important no
score cards. All shooting revolves
around fun and there is plenty of that
to go around. This year there were 8
ranges scattered over the mountain
with over 200 3-D animals hiding in
the brush. On the open ski areas there
were long-range targets, aerial targets,
moving targets, rotating targets and
numerous “kids only” ranges. At night
there were coon shoots with coon targets with “bright eye” tacks for eyes as
shooters ganged up with bows and
flashlights looking for that elusive
masked thief of the night. Needless to
say all targets were at unmarked distances.
The Eagle Eye target is a special
event which consisted of an orange
sticker pasted on the chest of a 3D
deer approximately 30 to 35 yards distance. For a dollar a shot anyone
could try to hit the spot. The one stipulation was the shooter must use a
longbow or recurve with wooden
arrows and no sights. Those who

That tiny spec on the distant hillside was
a full size elk target. How far is it? No one
really cared; they just aimed high and let
her go. The thrill was seeing the arrow in
flight over that distance and if you got a
hit it was icing on the cake.

While offering a different selection than
those available for compound shooters
traditional archery offers its share of
accessories giving the dealer an opportunity for numerous add-on sales.

Aerial targets are quite an attraction for
the traditional archer and this section of
the range at Denton Hill saw a constant
stream of shooters.
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qualified during the three days got to
come back on the final day for a
shoot-off in which half the money col-

lected went to the winner and the
other half to the Leek’s association
that provides free hunts for wounded
service men and women. The total
money in the pot at the end of the
weekend was just over $2,000. Trust
me the shooters in the event were not
relying on luck as some pretty impressive groups were shot and a large
number of archers qualified for the
finals.
Now this may be interesting but
“so what?” you might ask. The point is
a large number of people shooting
traditional archery equipment were
there having fun. They came from all
over the country not only to shoot but
to buy equipment as well. In talking to
a number of attendees I asked them
why they came so far to buy equipment and the answer was always the
same, “No one in my area stocks traditional archery gear.”

The Black Onyx riser from TradTech (right)
give a true custom look to a traditional
riser.
For 2010 the TradTech Pinnacle (left) has
been updated with the standard TradTech
Limb Bolt System. The Pinnacle has traditional bow styling combined with up-todate technology.

TradTech Archery is a division of
Lancaster Archery Supply located in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. “Being
involved in all phases of archery we
have always carried traditional
archery equipment,” explained Rob
Kaufold, president of Lancaster
Archery Supply. “With the growing
interest in traditional archery we are
becoming even more focused.
Bringing modern materials and manufacturing technology to traditional
archery is attracting more interest
from both customers and dealers.
TradTech offers high quality traditional bows from $600 to $1,000 in suggested retail with very generous profit
margins. Traditional archery equipment offers the dealer a great way to
make money and the beauty of it is
among dealers there is little if any
competition. The first dealer offering
a good line of traditional gear in his
area could really get a jump on his
competitors and will surely capture a
large section of the market. Some guys
who started with recurves want to try
them again and some guys who never
shot one are interested in trying
something new. Either way it is a winwin for the dealer.”
Kustom King Traditional Archery
sells archery equipment both wholesale and retail worldwide. “My hus-

DISTRIBUTORS

Traditional archery reaches across all
boundaries. This woman was waiting
while her husband looked over some new
bows. She and her husband are city
dwellers from New Jersey who do not hunt
but love to shoot traditional archery.
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band and I started this business 32
years ago,” said Gabriela Cosgrove.
“When we first started we kept our
customer list on a couple of index
cards. Today we have tens of thousands of customers and we continue
to grow each year. Our 60 page catalog
and internet site contains over 1,000
traditional archery items. Many of our
dealers sell both compounds and traditional equipment and they tell us
they are seeing an increasing demand
for traditional gear. I think the reason
is simple. The interest is there and
many of the people who are looking
for traditional gear go to our web site
or catalog because the dealer in their
area does not stock traditional equipment. Once more dealers begin to
stock and offer traditional gear and
people learn that fact the demand will
shift to the local archery shop. Kustom
King offers a wide variety of bows,
bow kits, materials, arrows, accessories and books. Traditional archers
love to research the sport as well as
learn more about how to make some
of their accessories so How-To books
are big sellers.”
3Rivers refers to themselves as
“Your longbow and recurve experts.”
“We are seeing continuing growth
and more and more cross-over people,” said Jonathan Karch, assistant
director of sales and marketing for
3Rivers. “If I had to explain why, my
best guess would be the challenge,
the nostalgia and the fun associated
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Gary Keefer, left, builds his own line of longbows under the name Swamp Stix. Here
Keefer shows one of his latest bows to Bob Hildenbrand, owner of Hildenbrand
Traditional Archery. Hildenbrand was so impressed with Keefer’s work he has added the
Swamp Stix bow to his shop’s bow line.

with traditional archery. One of the
most interesting aspects is that we
are seeing people from all age groups
expressing interest in traditional
equipment. To the young guys and
new shooters traditional gear is
actually something new to them.
They find it interesting and different.
The middle age group is made up of
compound shooters who either want
to add more challenge to their sport
or relax and just have more fun. The
last group is the older shooters who
may have started out with a recurve,
moved on to the compound and now
just want to give the recurve a try
again.”
“Because 3Rivers sells both retail
and wholesale we know first hand
the retail demand is there,” continued Karch. “While we are seeing an
increase in the number of archery
shops adding traditional equipment
to their inventory the number is still
surprisingly small. The dealers
inquiring about wood arrows, glueon broadheads, leather goods and
Byron Ferguson, noted trick shooter, was
on hand to demonstrate his skills before
the crowds and sign autographs for his
many fans, young and old alike.
“Traditional archery is growing bigger
than I ever thought,” said Ferguson.“The
biggest complaint I constantly hear is that
archers can’t find equipment locally and
have to order on line or through a catalog.
I think stocking traditional archery equipment is something every dealer should
consider.”
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bows are doing so because their customers are asking for them. Dealers
who want to expand their sales
should consider catching up with
this trend. Customers are drawn to
professional archery shops for their
knowledge and expertise. While traditional archery may look simple it
also has its own technical side and
the dealer who takes the time to
learn how to set up and sell traditional equipment will enjoy the
same customer loyalty he now
enjoys with his compound customers.”
“A dealer who wants to test the
water in his area with traditional
gear does not have to put in a whole
aisle of inventory,” explained Karch.
“He can start out with an end cap
with some shooting gloves, a few
arm guards, a couple of back quivers,
some traditional broadheads and
arrows plus a bow or two. While we
talk about cross-over shooters there
is a large cross-over in equipment as
well. For example a number of leading arrow manufacturers such as
Gold Tip, Carbon Express, Easton
and Beman all offer carbon arrows
with wood grain finishes. These are
quality arrows with a traditional
wood appearance that appeals to
both traditional and compound
shooters as well. Dealers unfamiliar
with traditional shooters often make
the assumption that all the equipment is cheap low end junk, but that
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is not true. For example the Ashby
Broadhead, now popular among traditional shooters, sells for $109.95
for a package of three broadheads
and they are hot sellers. Traditional
archery bows can run from a bow
bought at a garage sale to custom
bows costing up to $1,500 with $500
to $800 bows being common.”

Dealers
Hildenbrand Traditional Archery
is owned by Bob Hildenbrand who
has been involved in archery for over
30 years. “I have shot both compounds and traditional archery
equipment,” said Hildenbrand.
“However some time ago I was drawn
back to traditional gear. I saw a growing interest in traditional equipment
and about five years ago I opened a
‘traditional only’ shop in my home

town of Madison, Pennsylvania. While
I did not know what to expect the
response to the shop was tremendous
and it grew much quicker than I anticipated. Today I am drawing customers
from a 75 to 100 mile radius and also
fill orders via mail order. In addition to
serving the dyed-in-the-wool traditional archer I focus on getting youth
and women into the sport. I find my
customers are a 50-50 mix of new
shooters and compound shooters
who want to try traditional gear or
shooters who started out with a
recurve, switched to a compound and
now for whatever the reason want to
renew their interest in traditional
archery. I do 11 to 12 shows per year to
promote the shop and am constantly
approached by people wanting to try
traditional archery.”
Tri-State Archery, located in
Kendalville, Indiana, was opened in
mid-2010 by partners Jake Jaquay
and Danny Dupuy. Jaquay and
Dupuy had shot both compounds
and traditional equipment but had
migrated back to traditional gear. In
spite of the existence of several
archery shops within 20 miles Jaquay
and Dupuy were so passionate about
archery they decided to open up
their own shop.
“In spite of being traditional
shooters we did not open a traditional
archery only shop,” explained Jaquay.
“We stock all forms of archery equip-

ment including compounds, crossbows and a complete line of traditional equipment. When we first opened
our business was 90 percent compounds and 10 percent traditional.
Our business overall is continuing to
grow with the traditional side growing
at a slightly faster rate. I think the reason is that when people come into a
shop for the first time they expect to
see compounds and the related accessories. However when they see an
impressive display of traditional gear
as well that catches their attention
even if they themselves are not interested. As a result word has spread and
we are are seeing increased interest in
the traditional side as people are coming to the shop from across the tristate area.”
“We have organized a traditional
only archery league and the response
has been overwhelming,” said Jaquay.
“I never cease to be amazed at how
people take to traditional archery.
Recently a woman came in with her
husband and she was looking over the
traditional gear as her husband
shopped. She spotted a book on
shooting a bow from horseback that
caught her interest as she had horses
of her own. After several visits and a
lot of questions she bought a complete traditional outfit and today practices shooting from the back of her
galloping horse. Go figure. I think it is
a great example of the fact that shoot-

In addition to its complete line of high
tech quality compound bows Martin
Archery also offers a selection of traditional bows which are all handmade offering the customer a custom bow at a noncustom bow price. Two of Martin’s most
popular models are the Hunter, a recurve
model, and the Savannah longbow.
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ing traditional gear is centered on
having fun and is limited only by the
person’s imagination.”

Manufacturers
Bear Archery is a well-known
name in archery circles with a direct
link to traditional archery through its
founder, Fred Bear. Jason Pickerill,
product manager for Bear Archery, is
excited about Bear’s return to traditional archery.
“At the end of our recent national
sales meeting we gave the sales staff
an opportunity to try all the new
bows,” said Pickerill. “Everyone tried a
few shots out of each of our new compounds and commented on how
smooth and fast they were. Then we
pulled out our traditional bows and
were shocked with the reaction. As
they each shot the recurves and longbows in our line they kept trading
bows and trying them again and again
and I heard them say more than once,
‘This is fun.’ I found the same thing
happened with our engineering staff.
They spend all day designing new
compounds but at lunch time we find
them at our outside range shooting
traditional bows. They are continually
looking for new things to try. One day
they are shooting at suspended ping
pong balls for a buck a shot and the
next day they are seeing who can
shoot an arrow through the center of a
cardboard tube from the inside of a
roll of paper towels. It is all about having fun.”
“Bear is applying the latest technology to its traditional line while

The close-up of this Bear riser shows the
excellent craftsmanship and beauty of the
wood selected. The built-in compass was a
highlight found in some Bear classic bows
of the past and is again being incorporated into Bear’s new offerings.
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maintaining its classic look,”
explained Pickerill. “2011 will be the
50th anniversary of Bear’s popular
Kodiak Magnum and it will be offering
a commemorative model for sale. Not
only does the Kodiak Magnum have
true classic appeal but many people
remember it either because they
owned one or wanted to own one 40
years ago. Many of those people will
take advantage of this opportunity to
own one again or maybe own one for
the first time. Bear is committed to the
rebirth of its traditional line and is
already making plans for introducing
classic models in 2012 and 2013.”
“To make it easy for the dealer to
share in Bear’s promotion of its traditional line it has special dealer programs with generous built-in profit
margins,” Pickerill continued. “We
have added a special traditional only

Bear Archery is rededicating itself to traditional archery. Available to dealers are
retro tee-shirts that reflect on the Bear
style of the 60’s and 70’s. Celebrating its
50th anniversary in 2011 is the Kodiak
Magnum (left) which will be released in a
commemorative model for all to enjoy
again. Another popular model is Bear’s
Super Kodiak and for the longbow shooter
the Montana (not shown) is a favorite.

catalog and a line of retro tee-shirts
both of which the dealer can use to
stimulate interest. I have discovered
that many dealers who are not familiar with the depth of the traditional
market assume it does not generate
sufficient sales but nothing is further
from the truth. The average compound bow shooter buys a new bow
every third to fifth year either trading
their old bows or selling them privately, taking another possible sale off the
market. Traditional archers on the
other hand actually buy more bows
over a lifetime and seldom sell any.
Traditional archers act more like collectors taking bows off the market and
simply buying a new one, which they
do often.”
“The best thing a dealer can do to
promote interest in traditional equipment is get a bow in the customer’s
hand,” said Pickerill. “Putting in a traditional display is a good first step but
putting a demo bow or two on a rack
along with a selection of arrows and
shooting gloves in your indoor range
with a sign saying, ‘Try Me’ is a real
attention getter. Trust me the customers will try it and once they do

Many crossover products are available
for both compound and traditional shooters. The new Trailmaker broadhead manufactured by Kustom King Archery is such a
product. A three bladed head it comes in a
traditional glue-on model that converts
with the addition of an insert to a screw-in
model for the compound shooter that
prefers a one piece, large cutting head.
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they might have a hard time putting it
down.”
Hunter’s Niche has been manufacturing traditional custom bows for
21 years and Mike Hoadley of Hunter’s
Niche has been a lifelong bowhunter.
“Bowhunting is a close range sport,”
explained Hoadley. “Although I have
hunted with both compounds and
traditional equipment my passion
looked for the simpler path. The interest in traditional archery is growing
with more archers looking for an
increased challenge as well as wanting
to put more fun back into the sport. A
compound bow is just a tool but there
is some sort of romance attached to a
traditional bow. When a compound
shooter buys a new bow he normally
sells his old one. When a traditional
shooter buys a new bow he hangs the
old one on the wall. It has become a
part of him and his history with the
sport.”
“Traditional archery makes up
about 10 percent of the archery business,” said Hoadley. “For a dealer that
is not selling traditional equipment
that is like leaving 10 percent of the
business on the counter and that does

not make any sense. We like to work
with dealers and help them realize the
profits available in the traditional
market. But like any product dealers
should not simply hang a couple of
bows on the wall and expect them to
sell themselves. However I feel confident an involved and committed
dealer will be successful.”

Hunter’s Niche makes the
Predator recurve, in both the Hunter
and Custom Classic versions with a
self locating no-torque grip and quick
responsive limbs. Both feature interchangeable limbs available in 58, 60
and 62 inch lengths and various
weights all of which fit the same riser.
The Custom Classic is truly a custom
bow allowing the customer to choose
from a variety of exotic woods and
various glass colors.
Hunters Niche also offers the
Phoenix for the longbow shooter in 62
and 64 inch lengths. New for 2011 is
the Lobo, a hybrid longbow that offers
the performance and shootability of a
recurve. It comes in lengths of 58, 60
or 62 inches and a variety of draw
weights.
PSE is well-known for its line of
high quality compounds but it also
offers a line of traditional recurves and
longbows. Joe Barbieur is product
manager for PSE and formally owned
and operated Custom Arrow Archery
Lanes located in Janesville, Wisconsin.
Joe’s parents had originally estab-

The Classic from Hunter’s Niche has been
its flagship for over 10 years. The Hunter,
(far right), is a more economical approach
to the same high performance and easy to
shoot design. Hunter’s Niche offers the
Hunter to make a hi-end custom style
recurve available to those that may be
breaking into traditional archery for the
first time as well as to accomplished
archers that want a no frills hunting bow.
Both bows feature interchangeable
recurve limbs.
Traditionalists and
compound shooters
alike recognize the
advantage of
GrizzlyStik broadheads, available from
100 to 315 grains.
GrizzlyStik’s Silver
Flames, Ashbys, and
Maasai broadheads
are a favorite of big
game hunters around
the globe. These are
perfect cross-over
products for the dealer to offer to both his
compound and traditional customers.
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lished the business so it is safe to say
that Joe has an extensive background
in sales and marketing and a complete understanding about what
makes a pro-shop tick.
“While operating my own full line
archery shop I did everything possible
to attract customers and build the
business,” said Barbieur. “If a customer who came in to buy a compound for himself brought one of his
young children with him you could
bet before the sale was over the
youngster would ask, ‘Daddy can I get
a bow?’ I always made sure I had
some inexpensive youth recurves on
hand to fill the bill. Not only did it add
to the sale but it also gave me a new
future customer. Today PSE’s Snake
fits that bill perfectly. Remember the
object is to build your customer base
and satisfy your customer’s needs and
you can’t sell it if you don’t have it.”
“However, today’s traditional
archery market goes well beyond kid’s
bows,”
Barbieur
explained.
“Traditional shooters are looking for
an added challenge and to put some
fun back in their shooting. When I
operated my own shop I had a group
of longbow shooters who came in
once a week to shoot together at my
lanes. All evening long I could hear
those guys laughing and joking. They
loved to shoot but they also loved to
have fun. Not everyone is going to
embrace recurves or longbows but
there are enough of them out there to
make it attractive for a dealer to stock
equipment for them to buy.”
Martin Archery offers both
recurves and longbows in addition to
its well-known compound line. “Our
traditional bow sales are steady after
heavy spurts of growth in 2006
through 2008,” said Scott Landwehr,
general manager for Martin Archery.
“Custom bows are highly desirable
among traditional shooters and
Martin offers a custom traditional
bow without the custom price. All of
Martin’s traditional bows are made by
hand and are backed not only by a
warranty but by Martin’s reputation as
a supplier of quality equipment as
well.”
“Many dealers do not carry a line
of traditional archery equipment
because they assume the market is
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very shallow consisting only of a bow
and a few arrows,” stressed Landwehr.
“Nothing is further from the truth.
Traditional archers have their own
line of must-have accessories. Bow
stringers, heavy leather arm guards,
fancy back quivers, wooden arrows
and aluminum or carbon arrows with
wood grained finishes are just a few of
the add-on sale items. Most traditional shooters shoot feathers so full
length and die cut feathers are a must
as are a variety of glue-on field tips
and broadheads. Just about every
archer who has a back quiver sports a
fancy handled knife and file. Gloves
and tabs replace releases and felt
padding for arrow shelves and sight
windows replace arrow rests. Every
bow is normally kept in a bow case
sleeve to protect the wood from getting scratched. The list goes on and on
with each item offering a potential
sale.”

A Writer’s Viewpoint
Todd Smith is a traditional archer
and regular contributor to ArrowTrade
magazine with his column entitled
Traditional Focus. “Each year I attend
the Traditional Archery Expo in
Kalamazoo, Michigan,” said Smith.
“Every year it attracts more people
and the interesting part is they come
from all age groups. Some time ago a
dealer told me that he thinks a common mistake made by many retailers
is selling what they like instead of
what the customer wants. That made
a lot of sense then and it makes even
more sense today. During the 50’s and
PSE has been a name associated with
the foundation of the archery industry as
we know it today and is a leader in technological innovation within the industry.
In addition to its line of high performance
compounds PSE also offers a complete
line of traditional recurves and longbows
for the traditional customer. PSE’s Snake
(left in photo at right) is an excellent
entry level youth bow while the
Blackhawk appeals to the archer looking
for a one piece recurve. The Coyote in
camo (center) makes a great choice for
the hunter while the Legacy (far right)
and Sequoia are designed for longbow
shooters. PSE also offers take-down
recurves such as the Razorback, it offers
target recurves and other youth recurves
as well.

60’s Bear Archery ran ads encouraging
hunters to become, ‘Two Season
Hunters’. The aim was to convince the
gun hunter to try bowhunting. The
same logic applies today except with a
new twist. The archery pro-shop
owner has a great opportunity for
growth if he can convince his customers to become active in all phases
of archery. If he owns a compound he
is a natural customer for a stick bow or
a crossbow. The people who go to an
archery pro-shop are already interested in archery. Doesn’t it make sense
that they might just be interested in all
other forms of archery as well?”
“Even if a dealer is not personally
turned on by traditional archery he
should be turned on by the generous
profit margins and lack of retail competition,” Smith stressed. “I am the
media contact for Alaska Bowhunting
Supply which started out focusing
strictly on traditional archery with the
development of its tapered weight forward GrizzlyStik’s. However soon
compound shooters learned about
the advantages of that shaft design
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and now Alaska Bowhunting is finding they are servicing both compound
and traditional shooters. They are a
perfect example of taking advantage
of an opportunity to expand potential
markets by embracing all those interested in the sport of archery. This logic
is something every archery dealer
needs to consider as well.”

Summary
While all of this might be interesting what does it really mean to you as
a businessman? I think it means that
traditional archery is alive and well
and offers a great opportunity for the
dealer willing to spend a little money
on inventory and then invest the time
to promote it. While simply displaying
some traditional gear is a great way to
get started, using some promotional
skills will quickly fan the fire and here
are a few simple suggestions.
1. Place some traditional gear in your
shooting lanes along with a “Try Me”

sign as suggested previously by Jason
Pickerill.
2. Gather up some traditional gear
and plan a traditional night for your
league shooters. They can either bring
in their own equipment if they have
some or use the gear you provide. In
either case shoot a round using only
traditional gear and to make it fair and
the most fun, with no sights or releases allowed. Everyone doesn’t have to
have a bow as bows can be traded
among shooters.
3. Another variation might be to put
up a target with a spot with the winner
being determined by the person coming closest to the spot. You might
charge per shot with all proceeds
going to the winner. It could be a
paper target with everyone shooting
for the X or to add interest it could be
a large animal target. Lets assume a
moose at 15 yards, so everyone gets a
hit somewhere with the spot placed at
random. Another variation would be
to put up multiple dots using two different colors, let’s say red and blue.
The shooter has to specify the color he
is going to shoot for but because he
can hit any dot with his color he might
actually miss the one he is shooting at
and hit another one which would still
count. Remember the idea is to get
people to try the equipment and have
fun. Keep the bow weights low so
everyone can handle them, (remember there is no let-off on traditional
gear), and have a few ultralight weight
bows for the youngsters.
4. Don’t underestimate the attraction
of balloons or the use of breakable targets like clay pigeons. Kids love that
stuff and grown-ups are just kids in
bigger pants. These are just some suggestions and I am sure with a little
thought you can come up with some
even better ones.
Adding traditional archery equip-

ment to your inventory does not
mean you will be losing sales on your
other lines it only means you will be
adding more sales overall plus attracting new customers who might never
darken your door otherwise. You will
never know unless you try and from
what I have learned researching this
feature I feel it is definitely worth a try.
Personally my hunting room is
jammed with the latest compounds,
crossbows, releases and sights and I
intend to keep right on shooting all of
them. However I am not ashamed to
admit that I am also adding some new
traditional gear to my collection. I
plan to attend some traditional shoots
this year as well as scare the heck out
of some groundhogs in my backyard. I
also will spend some time killing
stumps as I pretend I am Robin Hood
and the stump is one of the sheriff’s
men. Hit or miss I know I will have fun
watching that feathered shaft fly and
so will your customers if you introduce them to traditional archery.
Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an
outdoor seminar speaker and a business consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

The October Mountain line founded by
Kinsey’s and sold through the major
archery distributors is home to Mountain
Man Gear in which can be found its traditional archery offerings. The Mountaineer
is a 60 inch recurve with walnut and exotic
hardwoods and a simplistic appeal. The
Sierra (center) and Ozark Hunter are
designed for the longbow shooter and are
crafted from high quality attractive
woods. All bows are available in a variety
of draw weights.
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